
 

Belleville Area District Library Board 
Building Committee Meeting Notes 

September 18, 2017  
 

In attendance:  Joy Cichewicz, Mary Jane Dawson, John Juriga, Sharon Peters, Dan 
Whisler, Matt Ratzow, Hilary Savage, and Mary Jo Suchy.   
 
The meeting convened at 9:16 am. 
 
The library site plan has been approved by the city planning commission.  Going through 
detailed engineering review and the permit process are the next steps.  The fire chief 
called for the following: 

• Addition of a fire hydrant on the south side of the building on Charles Street.  
This would involve running a waterline.  The project engineer will propose a less 
expensive alternative. 

• Suggestions for the machine room for the elevator, however the elevator being 
used will not require a machine room. 

• Hose cabinet/closet on each floor. 
• Water connections on each stairwell floor.  (The building code does not require 

this.) 
• Flashing light outside on the fire alarm, and water connections on each floor. 

 
The committee reviewed the budget: 
 
General: 

• The amount to be allocated in the construction contingencies is still to be 
determined.   

• The library needs to meet with the city regarding permits and tap fees. 
• There may be more savings to be identified in the elimination of the Roys Street 

bump out. 
• OCI is working on estimate for the exit door southeast stair configuration. 
• A reduction in the parapet height is still to be determined. 

 
Civil/Landscape: 

• OCI is working on an estimate for the reduction of asphalt. 
• The curb and catch basin work at the east side of 4th street and the alley have 

been omitted.   
•  OCI is working on pricing for eliminating the storm structure and low brick 

garden wall on Roys street.  A railed fence is being explored. 
• Reducing or eliminating the underground storm detention continues to be 

explored.  The city and city engineers will need to be consulted. 
• Waiting for an estimate on omitting the retaining wall and pavement at the 

southeast stair door (due to an alternate door location). 
• Reducing the vegetative bioswale scope will be addressed in conjunction with 

reducing/eliminating the underground storm detention. 
• Options for addressing the poor soils include: 

o Removing and replacing all 6 feet of soil (most expensive solution). 
o Removing 6 feet of soil and use trench footings for the foundation – this 

solution could save $100,000. 



 

o Remove 2 feet, but dig the foundations deeper.  This is very labor 
intensive and not recommended by OCI. 

Structural: 
• Reductions to structural steel are still being identified.  The targeted reduction is 

50 tons. 
• The concrete slab at the one story roof above the meeting room has been 

eliminated. 
• A faceted stair instead of a circular stair in the entry would not save any money.  

The committee felt that the circular front entry should be kept. 
 
Interior Finishes: 

• Window treatments can be bid as an alternate or added later. 
• The budget for acoustical ceiling tiles and decorative railings was reduced.  

 
Exterior Cladding/Roofing: 

• The sunscreen could be reduced.   
• Eliminating the terrace and sunscreen and replacing with an EDPM roof was 

discussed.  The committee decided to revisit this after other reductions had been 
identified. 

• DZA has been researching alternate materials for the metal panels. 
• The size of the cap on top of the circular stair will be reduced. 
• Replacing the cast stone cladding with accent brick was suggested.  It was 

determined not to make this change at this time. 
• Reducing the stair tower to two stories (omitting the stairs to the roof) was 

discussed.  Although this change would save money, it would diminish the 
architectural nature of the building.  The committee did not accept this change at 
this time. 

• Eliminating the brick frames above the second floor windows was not accepted at 
this time. 

• OCI needs to confirm pricing for windows with the glazing consultant. 
• The interior signage is included in the library portion of the budget and does not 

need to be in the construction budget. 
• Selected interior walls were reduced to 11 feet. 
• Replacing the canopy soffit with EIFS was confirmed. 
• Eliminating the screen wall around the rooftop mechanical equipment would save 

at least $70,000.  The screen wall does not have any functional use, and the 
mechanical equipment will be located near the center part of the roof, so will not 
be very visible from the street level.  The planning commission would need to 
waive this requirement.  

• Alternative cladding above the second floor windows was rejected. 
• OCI will get a price for omitting the first floor conference room bump out. 
• The main entry roof form will be changed to realize a $15,000 savings. 
• The elimination of the upper transom windows at the sunshade stack was 

confirmed. 
 
Mechanical/Electrical/Plumbing: 

• It was confirmed that humidification will be bid out as an alternate. 



 

• OCI is balancing material and labor costs in the electrical budget in order to 
maintain the original estimate which failed to include the labor allowance for light 
fixture installation. 

 
The committee discussed the security of the children’s garden:  Whether it should be 
fenced in with a door from the children’s room or not fenced in and only viewable from 
the windows of the children’s room.   
 
Dan Whisler will work on identifying possible places in the library for art and will 
recommend a picture hanging system. 
 
The meeting adjourned at 1:12 pm. 
 
The next meeting will be Tuesday, September 26, 2017, at 9 am. 


